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NYC Restaurant Week
New York City Restaurant Week is among the
five boroughs’ best food holidays. Traditionally,

New Yorkers (and a few lucky tourists) clear their

Broadway Week
January and February are always low tide for
attendance at even the best Broadway shows,

and in 2022 that's truer than ever. To counter this
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dining schedules and make reservations at the
city’s best special occasion spots, newcomers

and all-time favorite restaurants for deals unseen
the rest of the year. Hundreds of destinations

participate citywide, including—for the first time
ever—a food hall! Here's the lowdown on the

deals you can get at Time Out Market New York.

challenge years ago, the industry came up with
Broadway Week, a twice-annual half-price sale
for tickets to nearly every Broadway production.

The name is somewhat misleading: The period in
question actually lasts nearly a month this year,
from January 18 through February 13—and the
twofer tickets go on sale at 10am on Tuesday,

January 11. (UPDATE: Broadway Week program
has now been extended for an additional two

weeks, through February 27.)

New York Artists For The Bronx
More than two dozen New York artists like Cey

Adams, Crash, Lecrue Eyebrows, BC, Louis
Angel and others are taking part in a fundraising
exhibition for the victims of the tragic January 9

Bronx fire. West Chelsea Contemporary, the
contemporary art gallery that opened its New

York location in the Chelsea neighborhood last
fall, is hosting the exhibit called New York Artists
For The Bronx. The show will open to the public

on Saturday, January 29 with a come-and-go
event that day from 2 to 6pm and will be on view
until February 27. The gallery will donate 100%

of the sale of each work of art directly to the
Bronx Fire Relief Fund.

Bumper cars are back on the ice in
Bryant Park!

One of the most fun things to do at the annual
Bryant Park Winter Village is to ride those

bumper cars on ice and, as of this Friday, the
slick autos will be back for you to play around

with. Woohoo! Available between 2pm and 8pm
on weekdays and 11am to 5pm on weekends,

the cars will be in the park through Sunday,
February 27—so you've got a little over a month
to have some fun on the ice. You can book your

ride right here.

Sherlock Holmes in 221 Objects Valentine’s Day in NYC guide
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The Grolier Club, a private Upper East Side club
and society for book lovers, is opening its doors
to the public for what is the first comprehensive
Sherlock Holmes exhibition in New York City in
more than half a century.Between now and April

16, "Sherlock Holmes in 221 Objects," will
feature "an unrivaled number" of Sir Conan

Doyle's belongings, including four short story
manuscripts, a wealth of holograph letters from

Doyle to friends, colleagues, and well-wishers, an
idea book of his private musings, including a

calendar note where he wrote "killed Holmes" on,
as well as a never-before-displayed handwritten

speech detailing his explanation for killing off
Holmes.

Valentine's Day in NYC can be so romantic! It's
one of the biggest NYC events in February so, of
course, the city offers a bevy of options, including
enjoying a decadent dinner from one of the best
NYC restaurants and a number of performances
from stand-up to burlesque. You could also go for

a romantic walk together or put on some of the
sexiest songs ever made. Conversely, if you're
nursing a broken heart, curl up with a bottle of
wine and the best breakup songs of all time or

enjoy a night in, watching the best sex scenes in
movies and TV shows.

New York Fashion Week 2022 guide
Fashion Week 2022 (NYC's edition—the best

edition) brings posh editors, style influencers and
shutterbugs to the most extravagant runway

shows of the season. Tickets to the heavy-hitters
aren’t open to the general public, but here’s a

fact you may not know: There are some designer
shows and events you can actually go to. While
it’s no front-row seat next to Anna Wintour, get
your beauty on at the best hair salons in NYC

and head out to see big labels such as Tom Ford
and Mulberry send their styles down the runway.

Our advice in the meantime? Visit the best
places to go shopping to plan out your most

stylish outfits for the week. You never know who
might be taking your picture!

The Orchid Show
The Orchid Show at The New York Botanical
Garden will transport visitors into a dreamy
kaleidoscope of colors with designs by floral

designer Jeff Leatham.Every year, the Orchid
Show exhibits thousands of species of beautiful
blossoming orchids and it’s one of the best NYC
events in February and one of the best things to
do in The Bronx. Macy's has its Flower Show,
which is worth seeing in its own right, but the
NYBG's orchid show has been running for 19

years and has only gotten better.
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Dante Winter House Pop-Up
The best bar in North America (2019 & 2020),

Dante, is transforming The Seaport's Pearl Alley
into a winter wonderland with an Aperitivo hour,

seasonal cocktails and live entertainment within a
warm and inviting waterfront setting all gussied

up with seasonal decor, greenery and string
lights. The pop-up has three separate bars—a
coffee bar with pastries, espresso and coffee
cocktails—and two food trucks—one serving

flatbreads and one centered around affogatos.
The third bar is an exclusive Negroni Bar

featuring a selection of Dante’s award-winning
Negronis that you can sit down at and enjoy one

or two of its Negroni variations, including the
Chocolate Negroni, Caffe Negroni, Negroni

Bianco and more, plus a couple of small bites to
snack on. Better yet, you can enjoy your drinks in

The Alley, a casual space with a game hall
featuring foosball and other activities, and every
Thursday through Sunday night starting at 5:30-

11pm, the space will have live music from a
variety of musicians, from Cuban bands to New

Orleans Jazz quartets to DJs and more.

BUILDINGS AND BLOCKS
There's a new art exhibit in the sky at the Top of
the Rock! "BUILDINGS AND BLOCKS" is a new

interactive art "experience" inspired by the
skyline and the city's many shapes you can view

from the observation deck, including three 23-
foot towers and 37 black and white-striped pieces
resembling children’s building blocks. Artists Kris
Moran and Martin Duffy aim to transport visitors
back to childhood inside the Weather Room on
the 67th floor with playful towers of large-scale,
black and white striped, toy building blocks that
emulate the skyline seen through the 25-foot

floor to ceiling windows surrounding the room.
Visitors are invited to sit or interact with the

freestanding blocks while taking in the
breathtaking skyline views of Manhattan.

SEE IT NOW
Curated List by Sharon Hoge

There are wonderful exhibits around town to catch before they close or move on. Call
or check ahead before visiting since most museums and galleries are retaining some

forms of Covid restriction.

Sophie Taeuber-Arp: Living
Abstraction
In the multi-faceted modern artist’s first US
exhibition in ten decades, textiles, marionettes,
paintings, relief sculpture, photographs, along
with interior, architectural, and furniture designs,
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– some 300 works -- chart the full sweep of
Taeuber-Arp’s profoundly innovative work across
many disciplines.
Closes March 12 

Paper Unbound: The Drawn
Menagerie
Christopher Bishop Fine Art
Dogs, roosters, dragons, butterflies, monkeys,
tigers, an elephant and a phoenix are subjects of
Calder, Chinnery, Tiepolo and other noted artists
in drawings that walk the line between science
and documentation and a more symbolic or
abstract way of thinking – reflecting our shifting
relationships with art over the ages.
Closes February 19 

Artists and Their Books
Ubu Gallery 
No longer a “stepchild” of literature, 20th-century
drawings, collages, and photographs created
explicitly in connection with books are more than
mere “illustrations. Generated by fine artists, the
art in these books is exceedingly rare, significant
and collectible.
Closes March 18

Joseph E. Yoakum: What I Saw
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Museum of Modern Art
Drawn from real and imagined memories,
swelling landforms, serpentine empty roads,
evergreen foliage in Joseph E. Yoakum’s
“magnificently strange” landscape drawings
reflect his religious faith and the shifting sense of
personal identity of a man of color in the US over
the course of the 20th century.
Closes March 19 

Inspiring Walt Disney: The
Animation of French Decorative
Arts
Metropolitan Museum
Before Walt Disney’s animation, pink castles,
talking sofas, and prancing teapots coming to life
were figments of the playful colorful salons of
rococo Paris. Cartoon films and artifacts in this
exhibit examine Disney’s fascination with gothic
and medieval art and the inspiration of historical
European motifs in his films and theme parks.
Closes March 6 

Mary Obering: Works 1972-2003
Bortolami Gallery
Canvas strips tacked with fishing nails, Masonite
panels creating a tension between abstract and
compositional landscape elements, multiple
panels of cascading shapes are among Mary
Obering’s works that push painting beyond
boundaries of internal pictorial space.
Closes February 26 

Modern Worlds: Austrian and
German Art 1890-1940
Neue Galerie
Underscoring the museum’s unique mission to
bring a sense of perspective back to Germanic
and Austrian culture of the period, decorative
works by the Wiener Werkstatte, master works
by Klimt and Schiele are among items from the
permanent collection filling the galleries in a
staggering exhibition celebrating the Neue
Galerie’s twentieth anniversary.
Closes March 13 
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PHOTO CREDITS

Sophie Taeuber-Arp. Cushion panel. 1916. Wool on canvas. 20 7/8 × 20 1/2″ (53 × 52 cm). Museum für
Gestaltung, Zürcher Hochschule der Künste, Zurich. Decorative Arts Collection. Courtesy Museum für
Gestaltung Zürich, ZHdK

Paper Unbound -- Alexander Calder, Butterfly, Mouse and Snail, 1968, Gouache, 23 x 30 3/4

Jindřich Štyrský Untitled Maquette for the cover of Surrealismus, March 1935 From the series Stĕhovací
kabinet ["Vanity Case"] 1934-1935 Collage of offset cut-outs affixed to original mount 16 3/4 x 13 inches
(42.5 x 33 cm) Signed, titled & dated on recto of mount / Dedicated "E.F. Burianovi na pamatku" ["E.F.
Burian, remember me"] on recto of moun

Joseph E. Yoakum (American, 1891 – 1972). Big Hole Pass Jackson Montana, n.d.. Graphite pencil and
black and blue ballpoint pen on paper. 8 x 10″ (20.3 x 25.4 cm). Gift of the Raymond K. Yoshida Living
Trust and Kohler Foundation, Inc. 1173.2011. Photo: Robert Gerhardt.

Jindřich Štyrský Untitled Maquette for the cover of Surrealismus, March 1935 From the series Stĕhovací
kabinet ["Vanity Case"] 1934-1935 Collage of offset cut-outs affixed to original mount 16 3/4 x 13 inches
(42.5 x 33 cm) Signed, titled & dated on recto of mount / Dedicated "E.F. Burianovi na pamatku" ["E.F.
Burian, remember me"] on recto of moun  

Mary Obering: Works from 1972 - 2003, installation view, Bortolami Gallery, New York, 2022. Image
courtesy the artist and Bortolami Gallery, New York. Photography by Guang Xu. 

Max Beckmann (1884–1950), Self-Portrait with Horn, 1938, oil on canvas. Neue Galerie New York and
Private Collection. © 2021 Artists Rights Society (ARS), New York. Copyright © 2021 Neue Galerie New
York.  
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